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The best places for solo female travel in 2024


Women everywhere are jetting off to explore new cultures, and these are the easiest, safest, and coolest places to do so
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The best places for solo female travel in 2024


Women everywhere are jetting off to explore new cultures, and these are the easiest, safest, and coolest places to do so
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Trending around the world
[image: Italy has finally launched a digital nomad visa – here’s how to apply]Italy has finally launched a digital nomad visa – here’s how to apply
Remote workers, time to get excited


[image: When and where is the next solar eclipse in Europe? Eclipse frequency explained]When and where is the next solar eclipse in Europe? Eclipse frequency explained
Here’s all the info on when we’ll witness the spectacle on this side of the Atlantic


[image: Solar eclipse 2024 Europe: when and where to watch the spectacle tonight]Solar eclipse 2024 Europe: when and where to watch the spectacle tonight
Ahead of the total eclipse in North America, here's what you need to know about getting a partial slice of the action in Europe


[image: Eurovision 2024: everything you need to know including tickets and dates]Eurovision 2024: everything you need to know including tickets and dates
The flamboyant song contest is back for another year – here’s what to expect


[image: This surprising beach has been crowned the best in Europe]This surprising beach has been crowned the best in Europe
That’s one surreal landscape


[image: France is the latest European country to launch a mega-cheap rail pass]France is the latest European country to launch a mega-cheap rail pass
The €49 pass covers unlimited journeys on regional and intercity trains, but there's a catch


[image: Europe’s highest pedestrian bridge just opened – here’s where to find it]Europe’s highest pedestrian bridge just opened – here’s where to find it
It’s 175 metres above the ground, and features a nail-biting ‘discontinuous tread’


[image: These are the best new hotels in the world in 2024]These are the best new hotels in the world in 2024
Showcasing the best in comfort, design and sustainability, this list is full of impressive places to stay
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Discover Time Out Market
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Time Out Market Dubai

Time Out Market us now open, bringing 17 top chefs to Souk Al Bahar
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Time Out Market Lisbon

More than 40 spaces from Lisbon’s leading foodies, all under one roof
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Time Out Market New York
Time Out Market New York
21 eateries from some of New York City’s top chefs and restaurateurs
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Time Out Market Cape Town
Time Out Market Cape Town

13 kitchens, four unique bars, 750 seats and jaw-dropping Table Mountain views
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Time Out Market Montreal
Time Out Market Montreal
This expansive 36,000-square-foot food hall and cultural hub features 16 food offerings
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Time Out Market Chicago
Time Out Market Chicago
This 50,000-square-foot food hall brings Time Out’s Chicago curation to life
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Top travel inspiration
[image: The 40 coolest neighbourhoods in the world]The 40 coolest neighbourhoods in the world

We polled city-dwellers and grilled local experts for our annual ranking of the world’s coolest areas


[image: The 50 best cities in the world right now]The 50 best cities in the world right now

Every year we rank the very greatest cities in the world, based on a survey of thousands of locals


[image: The world’s 14 most underrated travel destinations]The world’s 14 most underrated travel destinations
From a little-known Greek island to an English seaside city brimming with culture, these underlooked destinations are well worth a visit



[image: 11 of the prettiest islands in the world]11 of the prettiest islands in the world

These beautiful islands around the world are the dictionary definition of paradise



More Time Out travel tips
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Explore Europe
[image: London]London
Free culture, huge parks and a pub on (almost) every corner


[image: Paris]Paris
Bistros, romance and culture everywhere you turn: it can only be Paris


[image: Barcelona]Barcelona
Modernista architecture meets Mediterranean beaches: result!


[image: Lisbon]Lisbon
Delicious food, friendly people and 266 days of sun per year
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Explore North America
[image: New York]New York
Amazing culture, amazing restaurants, amazing bars, amazing everything


[image: Los Angeles]Los Angeles
Malibu to Venice Beach to Sunset Strip to Amoeba Records: LA has it all


[image: Chicago]Chicago
Time Out readers voted the Windy City the best in the world


[image: Miami]Miami
Beach days and late-night parties fueled by rum and cafecito



See more

Explore Asia
[image: Singapore]Singapore
A sunny island city that’s a clean, green, modern machine


[image: Tokyo]Tokyo
Traditional meets ultramodern (and it’s the world’s best city for food)


[image: Hong Kong]Hong Kong
A colourful, frenetic city with a rich, East-meets-West heritage


[image: Bangkok]Bangkok
Glittering temples meet huge skyscrapers and vibrant street life
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Explore the South Pacific
[image: Sydney]Sydney
Australia’s ‘Emerald City’ glitters with lush foliage and a famous harbour


[image: Melbourne]Melbourne
This buzzy cultural capital never stops (except for cocktails)


[image: Brisbane]Brisbane
A sunny sub-tropical city on a snaking river


[image: Perth]Perth
60,000 years of continuous Noongar culture in a modern boomtown
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Explore Africa
[image: Cape Town]Cape Town
Gorgeous beaches, a thriving restaurant scene and… penguins? Count us in


[image: Marrakech]Marrakech
From hammams to haggling at souks, Marrakech is chilled one minute, full-on the next


[image: Johannesburg]Johannesburg
South Africa’s biggest, buzziest city feels like it’s being reborn. Get around with our guide


[image: Durban]Durban
Imagine a place where you’re warm all year round. Got it? Well, that’s Durban



See more

Explore South America
[image: Buenos Aires]Buenos Aires
This vast, football-mad metropolis is a melting pot of cultures, colours and cuisines


[image: Rio de Janeiro]Rio de Janeiro
From Carnival to the ubiquitous street parties, no one throws a bash like Rio’s cariocas


[image: Bogotá]Bogotá
Locals’ undying lust for life infatuates visitors to the humming Colombian capital


[image: São Paulo]São Paulo
Head to Brazil’s biggest city for five-star food, killer clubs and sumptuous skylines
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